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Right here, we have countless books presentation de openerp odoo and collections to check out. We additionally come up with the money for variant types and next type of the books to browse. The up to standard book, fiction, history, novel, scientific
research, as well as various extra sorts of books are readily genial here.
As this presentation de openerp odoo, it ends in the works mammal one of the favored ebook presentation de openerp odoo collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the amazing ebook to have.
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Odoo / OpenERP is a comprehensive suite of business applications including Sales, CRM, Project management, Warehouse management, Manufacturing, Financial management, and Human Resources just to name a few.

ODOO Presentation.pptx - Open Source ERP and CRM Marinel R ...
presentation de openerp odoo, but stop in the works in harmful downloads Rather than enjoying a fine ebook considering a mug of coffee in the afternoon, on the other hand they juggled subsequent to some harmful virus inside their computer presentation de
openerp odoo is handy in our digital library an online entry to it is set as public for TOUR - odoocdn.com Odoo sends one representative to ...

[Books] Presentation De Openerp Odoo
The open-source development model of Odoo has allowed us to leverage thousands of developers and business experts to build the world's largest ecosystem of fully integrated business apps. With a modern and elegant technical design, Odoo's framework is
unique. It allows us and our community developers to provide top-notch usability that scales across all apps. Usability improvements made to ...

Open Source ERP and CRM | Odoo
Présentation de OpenERP/Odoo: Progiciel de Gestion Intégré Open Source 1. PRESENTATION DE OpenERP/Odoo Progiciel de Gestion Intégré Open Source 2. Qui-sommes nous? - Conseil en management - Conseil et intégration de technologies associées au
Management (Business Apps & Décisionnel) 3.

Présentation de OpenERP/Odoo: Progiciel de Gestion Intégré ...
OpenERP/Odoo: Presentation Générale Africa Performances. Odoo mobile apps Odoo. Odoo introduction hdarabi. How to manage a service company with Odoo Odoo. Odoo 2016 - Retrospective Odoo. A Smartworld x Odoo Odoo. English Español Português Français
...

Odoo - Presentation documentation v8 - SlideShare
Odoo is a suite of open source business apps that cover all your company needs: CRM, eCommerce, accounting, inventory, point of sale, project management, etc. Odoo's unique value proposition is to be at the same time very easy to use and fully integrated.
Website made with . on YouTube × 1. Use the live chat to ask your questions. 2. The operator answers within a few minutes. Watch now ...

Odoo Apps | Odoo Apps Store
presentation de openerp odoo, but stop in the works in harmful downloads Rather than enjoying a fine ebook considering a mug of coffee in the afternoon, on the other hand they juggled subsequent to some harmful virus inside their computer presentation de
openerp odoo is handy in our digital library an online entry to it is set as public for Implementation Methodology - Odoo S.A. On Odoo ...

Read Online Presentation De Openerp Odoo
The author can leave a single reply to each comment. This section is meant to ask simple questions or leave a rating. Every report of a problem experienced while using the module should be addressed to the author directly (refer to the following point).

Gestion de la paie marocaine sous openERP | Odoo Apps Store
Odoo es un paquete de aplicaciones de código abierto dirigido a empresas que cubre todas las necesidades de su negocio: CRM, comercio electrónico, contabilidad, inventario, punto de venta, gestión de proyectos etc. El valor único de Odoo es que es
simultáneamente fácil de utilizar y está totalmente integrado.

Jasper report module for OpenERP 7 | Odoo
Fabien Pinckaers began combining his love for business and technology from an early age - by the age of 13, he had already created and sold his first piece of business management software. Whilst at university studying Computer Science, he completed many
projects including Auction-in-Europe, Openstuff, TinyERP (later known as OpenERP, then Odoo).

Opening Keynote - Unveiling Odoo 14 | Odoo
Event Odoo Experience 2020 starts on 30 de septiembre de 2020, 14:00:00 CEST. How to go paperless with Odoo? Testimonial. Take the Quiz Location: Studio6 - 1/10/20 11:00 - 1/10/20 11:30 (-0700) (30 minutos) Christian Rakotondratsima CEO at MIRO KE
S.A.R.L. Christian Rakotondratsima has managed Odoo service and solution provider department or companies for more than 10 years. Today, Christian ...

How to go paperless with Odoo? | Odoo
Today, Christian is the CEO of Miro K.E. SARL, a service provider for business operation solutions based on Odoo since June 2013. Miro takes the full aspect of the solution, from the design to the maintenance and support services, through the implementation, the
testing, the training and the deployment.

How to go paperless with Odoo? | Odoo
OpenERP presentation 1. Why should you use Open ERP ? 2. One software package covers all your enterprise needs• Accounting & Financial Mgt• Business Process Management Finance• Sales and Purchases Automation• Document Management System• ... +
350 other modules Business management Sales

OpenERP presentation - SlideShare
Odoo es un paquete de aplicaciones de código abierto dirigido a empresas que cubre todas las necesidades de su negocio: CRM, comercio electrónico, contabilidad, inventario, punto de venta, gestión de proyectos etc. El valor único de Odoo es que es
simultáneamente fácil de utilizar y está totalmente integrado.

How to hide the create button dynamical tree view in openerp
PRESENTATION Odoo v8 - Définition: Open sources, web, Multi-utilisateurs...

PRESENTATION Odoo
PostgreSQL, el sistema de gestión de bases de datos relacional y de objetos. It is a free and open-source high-performance system that compares well with other database management systems such as MySQL and FirebirdSQL (both free), Sybase, DB2 and
Microsoft SQL Server (all proprietary). It runs on all types of

La arquitectura de OpenERP - doc.odoo.com
Application de gestion d’hotels avec odoo 1. Front board Restaurant Extend Report Réservations Hotel Nettoyage 2. Hôtel Configuration des chambres de l’hôtel Configuration des commodités Configuration des services Réservation de chambres Création de
classeurs (Dossier complet d’un client) Fonctionnalités offertes par ce module Enregistrement de chambres, des commodités et des ...

Application de gestion d’hotels avec odoo
InterGlobalCS OpenERP Odoo, es una herramienta que te permite acceder a tu servidor Odoo - OpenERP en tu dispositivo móvil, para tener las ventajas de OpenERP versión escritorio en tu dispositivo móvil. Sólo establece la dirección de tu servidor OpenERP Odoo, y listo! Optimizado para versión 10 y 11 de OpenERP - Odoo community.

InterGlobalCS OpenERP Odoo - Apps on Google Play
Présentation de Sébastien Dieu, Sales and Marketing Manager chez BHC. Odoo est une suite d'application business OpenSource. En 3 minutes, découvrez comment des outils comme le CRM, la gestion ...

Learn how to use Odoo, a resourceful, open source business application platform designed to transform and modernize your business About This Book Configure, manage, and customize Odoo to fit the needs of your business Learn about the new Odoo 8 website
builder and e-commerce features that are seamlessly integrated with Odoo's business applications Perform step-by-step configurations of the most important Odoo applications using real-world examples Who This Book Is For This book is perfect for people who
have never used Odoo and for those who would like to learn about more advanced features such as creating your own custom modules. In order to get the most out of this book, you should be comfortable with downloading and installing software and understand
basic business concepts such as sales, purchasing, inventory management, and basic accounting. What You Will Learn Configure a functioning customer relationship management system Set up a purchasing and receiving system for your company that allows you
to track inventory, costs, and profit Implement manufacturing operations and processes using real-world examples that you can put to use in your own company Discover the capabilities of Odoo's financial accounting and reporting features Integrate powerful
human resource applications that simplify the collection and management of employee information Utilize Odoo's full featured project management application to organize tasks and track time and costs associated with billable projects Customize Odoo without
writing a line a code In Detail Odoo continues to gain momentum throughout the world in regards to providing the best platform for open source ERP installations. Now with Odoo 8, you have access to a powerful website builder, integrated e-commerce features,
and a fast-growing community to help transform and modernize your business. With this practical guide, you will cover the essential modules to get Odoo up and running for your company. After installing Odoo, you will use its sales management application to
enter quotes, create sales orders, and invoice customers. You will then learn how to integrate the CRM application to manage your leads and convert them into lucrative opportunities and sales. Next, you will set up your own purchase management system,
assigning products to suppliers and tracking orders with the new warehouse management and routing system. Finally, you will learn how to use analytics to track project expenses and keep your accounts simple and easy to maintain and build an Odoo module to
extend its functionality and make it work for you. Working with Odoo covers all the core installation and usage functionalities of this popular tool, helping you to fully implement a working ERP system through practical, advanced, real-world examples. Style and
approach This book is a practical guide that uses real-world examples to teach you how to implement Odoo into your business.
Fast-track your development skills to build powerful Odoo 10 business applications About This Book Get the most up-to-date guide on Odoo 10 and learn how to build excellent business applications with Odoo This example-rich, easy-to-follow guide enables you to
build apps appropriate to your business needs Create solid business applications with the help of this precise, to-the-point guide Who This Book Is For This book caters to developers who are familiar with Python and MVC design and now want to build effective
business applications using Odoo. What You Will Learn Install Odoo from source code and use all the basic techniques to setup and manage your Odoo server instances Create your first Odoo application Add Odoo's social and messaging features to your own
modules Get to know the essentials of Models and Views Understand and use the server API to add business logic Use Qweb to create custom Reports Extend Odoo CMS features to create your own website controllers and pages Leverage Odoo Workflows on your
applications Write module automated tests and debugging techniques Deploy your Odoo applications for production use In Detail Odoo is one of the fastest growing open source, business application development software products available. With announcement
of Odoo 10, there are many new features added to Odoo and the face of business applications developed with Odoo has changed. This book will not only teach you how to build and customize business applications with Odoo, but it also covers all the new features
that Odoo has to offer. This book is the latest resource on developing and customizing Odoo 10 applications. It comes packed with much more and refined content than its predecessor. It will start with building business applications from scratch and will cover
topics such as module extensions, inheritance, working with data, user interfaces, and so on. The book also covers the latest features of Odoo 10, in addition to front end development, testing and debugging techniques. The book will also talk about Odoo
Community and Odoo Enterprise. Style and approach This book follows a step-by-step practical approach where you will learn new concepts with every progressing chapter and create apps for business development.
Fast track your development skills to build resourceful, open-source business applications with Odoo 11 Key Features Discover the latest technical capabilities in Odoo 11 while you build your own app Program business logic and manipulate data to implement
specific business rules in your applications Implement automated tests to add modules and techniques and debug module business logic Book Description Odoo continues to gain worldwide momentum as the best platform for open source ERP installations. Now,
with Odoo 11, you have access to an improved GUI, performance optimization, integrated in-app purchase features, and a fast-growing community to help transform and modernize your business. With this practical guide, you will cover all the new features that
Odoo 11 has to offer to build and customize business applications, focusing on the publicly available community edition. We begin with setting up a development environment, and as you make your way through the chapters, you will learn to build feature-rich
business applications. With the aim of jump-starting your Odoo proficiency level, from no specific knowledge to application development readiness, you will develop your first Odoo application. We then move on to topics such as models and views, and understand
how to use server APIs to add business logic, helping to lay a solid foundation for advanced topics. The book concludes with Odoo interactions and how to use the Odoo API from other programs, all of which will enable you to efficiently integrate applications with
other external systems. What you will learn Install Odoo from source Manage Odoo server instances Create a new Odoo application from scratch covering the most frequently used elements Develop new models and use inheritance to extend/modify existing
models Use ORM methods, both in the Odoo server and from external clients Create Kanban views using QWeb effectively Develop custom web and website CMS pages Use external API to integrate Odoo with external applications Who this book is for Odoo 11
Development Essentials caters to developers who are familiar with Python and MVC design and now want to build effective business applications using Odoo.
Build effective applications by applying Odoo development best practices About This Book Each recipe stands by itself as much as possible, so that you can jump straight into the topics you prefer The recipes included cover all the major development areas of
Odoo and the most important techniques explained through real-life projects From seasoned authors, learn the tricks of becoming a productive developer with the Odoo framework Who This Book Is For If you are a Python developer who wants to learn or
consolidate your Odoo development skills, then this book is for you! Some experience with the JavaScript programming language and web development is required to fully benefit from the front-end chapters. What You Will Learn Install and manage Odoo
environments and instances Use Models to define your application's data structures Add business logic to your applications Implement automated tests and debug Odoo apps Use back-end views to create a user interface Get to know about the access security
model and internationalization features Develop front-end website features Extend the web client with new widgets and features In Detail Odoo is a full-featured open source ERP with a focus on extensibility. The flexibility and sustainability of open source is also a
key selling point of Odoo. It is built on a powerful framework for rapid application development, both for back-end applications and front-end websites. The book starts by covering Odoo installation and administration, and provides a gentle introduction to
application development. It then dives deep into several of the areas that an experienced developer will need to use. You'll learn implement business logic, adapt the UI, and extend existing features. Style and Approach These practical and easy-to-follow recipes
are presented step-by-step, with dozens of hands-on recipes to boost your Odoo skills. This book can also be used as a reference guide for your daily work.
Learn how to transition from Excel-based business intelligence (BI) analysis to enterprise stacks of open-source BI tools. Select and implement the best free and freemium open-source BI tools for your company’s needs and design, implement, and integrate BI
automation across the full stack using agile methodologies. Business Intelligence Tools for Small Companies provides hands-on demonstrations of open-source tools suitable for the BI requirements of small businesses. The authors draw on their deep experience
as BI consultants, developers, and administrators to guide you through the extract-transform-load/data warehousing (ETL/DWH) sequence of extracting data from an enterprise resource planning (ERP) database freely available on the Internet, transforming the
data, manipulating them, and loading them into a relational database. The authors demonstrate how to extract, report, and dashboard key performance indicators (KPIs) in a visually appealing format from the relational database management system (RDBMS).
They model the selection and implementation of free and freemium tools such as Pentaho Data Integrator and Talend for ELT, Oracle XE and MySQL/MariaDB for RDBMS, and Qliksense, Power BI, and MicroStrategy Desktop for reporting. This richly illustrated guide
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models the deployment of a small company BI stack on an inexpensive cloud platform such as AWS. What You'll Learn You will learn how to manage, integrate, and automate the processes of BI by selecting and implementing tools to: Implement and manage the
business intelligence/data warehousing (BI/DWH) infrastructure Extract data from any enterprise resource planning (ERP) tool Process and integrate BI data using open-source extract-transform-load (ETL) tools Query, report, and analyze BI data using open-source
visualization and dashboard tools Use a MOLAP tool to define next year's budget, integrating real data with target scenarios Deploy BI solutions and big data experiments inexpensively on cloud platforms Who This Book Is For Engineers, DBAs, analysts,
consultants, and managers at small companies with limited resources but whose BI requirements have outgrown the limitations of Excel spreadsheets; personnel in mid-sized companies with established BI systems who are exploring technological updates and
more cost-efficient solutions
This tutorial for accountants explains how to use OpenERP to keep track of invoicing and payments without doing the books; to integrate analytic accounting to report at different levels; and to reconcile and pay manually or through automated interfaces.
This book exposes the SAP experts' eye on an emerging solution i.e. OpenERP. It puts into perspective the advantages of their implementation methodologies, the differences in the features, customization approaches, etc. SAP users will discover in this book how
OpenERP solves the same problems as SAP but with a totally different approach and point of view. At the other end, OpenERP users will discover what makes SAP the world leader in the enterprise management software market. In this book you will learn: * how to
assess differently OpenERP and SAP based on your specific needs, * where are the costs of an OpenERP or SAP implementation, * the advantages of different implementation methodologies: ASAP vs Agile, * what makes SAP such a good and popular product, *
why recent technologies may change the "old" ERP market.
Most programming languages contain good and bad parts, but JavaScript has more than its share of the bad, having been developed and released in a hurry before it could be refined. This authoritative book scrapes away these bad features to reveal a subset of
JavaScript that's more reliable, readable, and maintainable than the language as a whole—a subset you can use to create truly extensible and efficient code. Considered the JavaScript expert by many people in the development community, author Douglas
Crockford identifies the abundance of good ideas that make JavaScript an outstanding object-oriented programming language-ideas such as functions, loose typing, dynamic objects, and an expressive object literal notation. Unfortunately, these good ideas are
mixed in with bad and downright awful ideas, like a programming model based on global variables. When Java applets failed, JavaScript became the language of the Web by default, making its popularity almost completely independent of its qualities as a
programming language. In JavaScript: The Good Parts, Crockford finally digs through the steaming pile of good intentions and blunders to give you a detailed look at all the genuinely elegant parts of JavaScript, including: Syntax Objects Functions Inheritance
Arrays Regular expressions Methods Style Beautiful features The real beauty? As you move ahead with the subset of JavaScript that this book presents, you'll also sidestep the need to unlearn all the bad parts. Of course, if you want to find out more about the bad
parts and how to use them badly, simply consult any other JavaScript book. With JavaScript: The Good Parts, you'll discover a beautiful, elegant, lightweight and highly expressive language that lets you create effective code, whether you're managing object
libraries or just trying to get Ajax to run fast. If you develop sites or applications for the Web, this book is an absolute must.
Odoo 12 Development Cookbook is a complete resource which provides you with various development scenarios to build complex business applications with the Odoo framework. This book will help you with implementing the new features released with the latest
version in your enterprise projects.
Easy to understand and fun to read, this updated edition of Introducing Python is ideal for beginning programmers as well as those new to the language. Author Bill Lubanovic takes you from the basics to more involved and varied topics, mixing tutorials with
cookbook-style code recipes to explain concepts in Python 3. End-of-chapter exercises help you practice what you’ve learned. You’ll gain a strong foundation in the language, including best practices for testing, debugging, code reuse, and other development tips.
This book also shows you how to use Python for applications in business, science, and the arts, using various Python tools and open source packages.
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